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ABSTRACT

Yun~-min~ Yen-shou (904-975) was a Buddhist monk

who lived in a period of broad chan~es in Chinese society

and Buddhism. He played a leadin~ role in the restoration

of AUddhism in the Wu Yueh kin~dom, and left a lar~e body of

writin~s. One of ·his best known works, the Wan-shan t'.ung-

kuei chi, has long been cherished by the tradition for its
~

advocacy of harmony between Ch'an meditation and Pure Land

practice •. The dissertation questions the association of

Yen-shou and his Treatise on the Common End of Mvriad Good

Deeds with the motives of the Pure land school from two

points of vie~~ In the history of the numerous hiographies

of Yen-shou. the association of his image with the Pure Land

movement is relatively late. An investigation of the Wan-

shan t'ung-kuei chi demonstrates that the synthesis of Ch'an

meditation and Pure Land practice is a topic of .discussion,

but is by no means the central concern of the text from

either a theoretical or pracical standpoint. The disserta-

tion contends that Yen-shou~s Ch'an-Pure Land synthesis

Should be understood within the context of the Wan-shan

t'un~-kuei chi as a whole. A translation of select passages

of the Wan-shan t'un~-kuei chi are inclUded by way of

confirmin~ the reassessment put forward in the dissertation.
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• ' r- ) INTRODUCTION

,-

. Yun~-min~ Yen-shou was a Chinese Buddhist monk known
'-

well for his, teachin~,harmonizinl':Ch'aD..fand Pur'e 'Lan<1.·' Of

"hiS works. the Wan-shan t'ung-kuei chi ("Treatise on the

Common End'of Myriad Good Deeds) has been most hi~hly valued

in the Buddhist tradition for its promotion of harmony

hetween Ch'an ~t.nd Pure Land teachin~s. Many accounts of

Yen-shou'S pio~raphy also demonstrate that the major concern

of Yen-shouts life was the harmony of Ch'an and Pure Land.

An investigation of the Wan-shan t'un~-kuei chi (WSTKC) and

~e bio~raphic&l accounts. of Yen-shou's life reveal,

however . -that Yen-shou' s 1 i fe and the WSTKC cannot be

reduced simply to the cause of Ch'an-Pure Land synthesis.

Such an assessment of Yen-shou's career and work is

misleading, and cannot be sustained by critical evaluation

of the documents in question.

The real proof of Yen~hou's reputation as a Ch'an-

Pure Land synthesizer must ultimately rest in his own work.

The principal work upon which this reputation is based is

the WSTKC. Only a very narrow and biased reading of the
,

I

te:c::t cae support the'view that it is principally concerned',
~ith the harmony between Ch'an and Pure Land teachings.

Rather, the purpose of the text is to promote the practice--......:

1
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o~ myr~ad ·~ood deeds (wan-shan). Ch'an meditation and

nien-fo practice are included among these, but are in no way

central to the meanin~ of the text when taken in its

entirety. The central aim of the text is to provide a

theoretical structure in which th~ legitimacy of diverse,

apparently.contradictory, Buddhist practices may be

'.
presented. _The main inspiration for such a theore~ical

structure in the WSTKC is found in the Hua-yen doctrines of

li and shih. The principal justification for the promotion

of the myriad good deeds themselves derives from the

tradition of the Fa-huR ching and the T'ien-tai school. As

a consequence. references to the sutras and doctrines of

these two schools ahound in the WSTKC. These are the main

influences on Yen-shou's rhought ~xhibited in the WSTKC, not

the teachings associated with the Ch'an or Pure Land

tradition. ThUS, the "new synthesis" promoted by Yen-shou

in the WSTKC does not primarily pertain to the narrower

concern of harmonizing ch'an medi~ation with Pure land

practice. This is the concern of an age later than the one

in which Yen-shou lived. Yen-shou's concern is to find a

new basis for justifying a wider variety of Buddhist

practices.

The Pure Land movement is ~n old one in the Chinese

BUddhist tra<i-3.. tion. The Pure Land school, wi th·-an

established lineage ~f patriarchs, is not. The rise of the

Pure Land school, not unjustifiably, is closely connected to
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th~ changing importance of practice in Chinese Buddhism. As. ~ ."

trie main spokesman for the "new synthesis" in which the

cen~ral position of practice is promoted, Yen-shou was

awarded an honoured position in the Pure Land school. In

actuality, the rise of the Pure Land as an estahlished•
school is somewhat later than the period in which Yen-shou

.
lived. The earliest records of Yen-shou's biography.make no

mention of " his association with the Pure land. Later

records that assert Yen-shou's connection with the Pure

land rely on apoc~YPhal stories to do so.

Finally, one should not overlook the fact that

Yen-shou'S importance to the Chinese Buddhist tradition is

closely connected to the times in which he lived. Chinese

Buddhism was severely affected by the HUi-ch'an~ suppression

(c. 845): the major Buddhist schools of the T'ang dynasty

were deprived of their status and influence, and the nature

of Chinese Buddhism began to change. Our information of

this period and its significance to the history of Chinese

Buddhism is as yet inadequate. It is clear, however, that

the social and political climate in China was very unstable .

• The direction of BUddhism was uncertain. rhere was a marked

change in interest from doctrinal concerns to those of

Buddhist practice. With the removal of the influential,

doctrinally-based Buddhist schools from the centre of

activity, the old synthesis be~ween Buddhist doctrine and

Buddhist practice (conceived principally in terms of ch'an
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meditation) wa~ no longer viahle. New concerns that arose

among Buddhist adherents focused on the nature of practice

itself. It is in this climate of changing concerns that
. )

Yen-shou lived and wrote his treatise on the "Common End of

Myriad Good Deeds". In this work, Yen-shou explained the

mp.aning of a wide variety of practices from a theoretical

point of view, and thus provided a justification for new

developments in Buddhist practice.

In the following three chapters, I shall review in

detRil the facts and documents central to my argument.

Chapter One is devoted to the context for understanding

Y~n~shou Rnd his work. This is divided into two sections.

The first section discusses the ch·anging nature of

BUddhism, using as an .index for these changes the way in

which eminent monks' lives are arranged in the three

...

kao-seng chuan collections. It ·alsQ revi~ws the components

of the earlier Buddhist synthesis proposed by Tsung-mi.

Both of these discussions are crucial for understanding the

nature and contribution of Yen-shou's own synthesis. The

second section of Chapter One reviews the historical climate

in which Yen-shou actually lived, both generally. in terms

of the Five Dynasties period as a Whole, and in terms of the

Wu Yueh kin~dom and the unique style of BUddhism that

developed there. These too are important factors for

understandin~ the direction that Yen-shou's life and work ~

took.

\
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Chapter Two is devoted to the study of Yen-shou's

life. The concern here is not to determine the historical

fact~ of Yen-shou's life. Rather. the aim is to show how

widely the details of Yen-shou'sbio~raphy fluctuate in

different sources. This is accomplished by reviewin~ thp.

development of Yen-shou's bi~~raphy in three sta~es:the

earliest accounts; later Ch'an bio~raphical developments;

and Yen-shou's ima~e in Pure Land accounts. The way in

which Yen-shou's image fluctuates in these sources demon-

according to th~

community contemporary with the

In particular,it is recorded.respective sources

aspirations of the

strates how

it demonstrates that the elevation of Yen-shou to the status

of a patriarch in the [eLand school is

manipulation. ' .

Chapter Three ca ies the central

dependent on such. .

question raised in

Chapter Two a step further. If the image of Yen-shou as a

Ch'an-Pure Land synthesizer is merely a reflection of' the

aspirations of the later Buddhist community. rather than a

product of facts in Yen-shou's life itself, on what ~round

does Yen-shou's reputation as Ch' an-Pure Land synthesizer

rest? Does a study of his WSTKC, upon which his reputation

in this regard largely rest~ suport this reputation? If

not, what is the view that is advocated ,in this work? In

Chapter Three. my study will answer this concern from three

perspectives. First of all, I will enumerate' the different
•
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sources ci ted and referred to in the WSTKC; .and discuss

their significance. Secondly~ I w~ll discuss the-nature of

the WSTKC text according to the relationship between the

myriad good deeds (wan-shan) a~tually promoted by Yen-shout

and their common end (t'ung-Kuei). Thirdly. I will review

the topics discussed extensively in the WSTKC.

The first appendix following Chapter Three contains

a translation of selected passages,drawn from the WSTKC. to

serve as examples of the na tu re and or·ien ta ti0-Qr0f the

text. Here, I would like to make a few general comments

regarding the problems associated with the translation of

Yen-shou's work. First of all. it must be said that our

knowleqge of the situation of Buddhism in this period.

inclUding the work of Yen-shou, is in a state of infancy.

Secondly. the nature of Yen-shou's work is such that it

presents a number of ~roblems for which solutions are not

easily found. Yen-shou's writings are those of a Bu~st
J •

~cholastic.To read Yen-shou's work accurately requires an

acumen equal to that of the author himself. In addition,

the WSTKC is composed primarily of references to a

beWildering variety of sources, all of which need to be

traced to be rendered accurately. I have traced many of

these (see Appendix II). but a number of the references are

too vague or general to be of much help in pointing out.
where they come from. The following are the most frequent

examples in the WSTKC. Numerous references begin with
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nothin~ more than :'a sutra (ching) says"; "a treatise (lun)

says"; "an old master (ku-te) says"; ·"a, former master

(hsien-te) says"; or "T'ien-t'ai teachinR (chiao) says".

'These references' are virtually untraceable. Even when

quoted material is identified by the na~e of the m4ster it

is attributed to (e.g. 'Chih-i), ~n many cases the master's

writin~s are so extensive'that it is extremely difficult to

find\ the precise lo<:a,~n of a few lines. The same is true

in the case of some sutras (e.~. P'an-jo ching). ,Without

knowing the context, many such quoted passages cannot be

translated accurately. The problem is further compounded by......

the 'fact that it is often. di fficul t to determine where

un traced~ refe~ end, and where Yen-shou's own comments

resume. This presents severe obst~cles to an accurate

rendering of the text.

Because of the present status of our knowledge, only

a superficial readin~ of many portions of the WSTKC is

possible. The translated passages provided in Appendix One,

as a consequence, should be read. as provisional until such

time as our knowledge of Yen-shou'S works is adequate to

allow for a definitive translation.

As a prelude to our study of Yen-shou's life, and

his thought as presented in the WSTKC, we now turn to a

discussion of the circumstances surrounding this life and

thought.
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CHAPTER I:

A. The Changing Natur

1. Shifting Patterns in the Cat

By the time of the

~

of Eminent Monks

period, Buddhists

had maintained established'congregations in China for •

several centuries. In accordance with changin~ situations

and the evolving needs of the Buddhist community, the

activities that Buddhist monks engaged in naturally

~
changed. Evidence of these changes emerge clearly through a,
review of the categories of eminent monks whose biographies

have been recorded in the Kao-seng chuan [KSC] (c. 520), the

HsG-'kao-seng chuan [HKSC] (667), and the Sung kao-seng chuan

[SKS~l (988).1 In these three works, the path to eminence

is recorded of monks in their respective periods, in each of

ten categories. Because there are only minor variations in

the categories employed. in the three works, and because the

design of the categories themselves and the intent of the

compilers of the individual collections are free of obvious

sectarian bias, the categories of these works provide a

useful means to chart the shifting patterns in the

l activities of Chinese Buddhist monks.

The three kao-seng chuan collections do not repre-

sent a completely objective appraisal of the situation of

8
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Buddhism •. Certain cri~eria govern ~heir compilation. In

eac~ c~se, they were commissioned by imperial authority;" the

reading public that they were intended for consisted
, ,

primarily of the so-called "favoured classes of Chinese

socie~~."2 Thus, rather than an ob~ective appraisal of

the state of actiVity within the Buddhist community as such,

these collections of eminent monks' biographies are indica-

tive of the degree to which certain activities in the

Bud~hist community had become acceptable to the Chinese

elite. St~l, the data presented in them is ~xtre~~ly

valuab~1t indicates which activities have penetrated the

governing elite of Chinese culture. 3

In the early s~ages of, the Chinese reception of

Buddhism, scholastically oriented activities were highly

valued. The translation and interpretation',of recently

acquired Buddhist texts from India and Central Asia far

outweighed other activities in the Buddhist community in

interest and importance. The esteem in which these activi-

ties were held is very apparent ,in the KSC (see Table I in

the Appendix following the end of this section). HUi-chiao,

the compiler, placed Translators and Exegetes at th~ead of
I

his ten categories. This, in, itself, shows that the/favour \

with which he regarded these activities exceeded that

relating to others. More importantly, however, is the over-

whelming numbers of monks mentioned in these two categories

D

as compared to the other eight. Roughly two~thirds (66.5$)
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of ~he ~otal number of monks mentionedin'the KSC are

recorded under vhe cate~ories of Transla~ors and Exegetes

(Translators 12.6%; Exegetes 53.9%). The remainin~ monks'

bio~raphies are spread fairly evenly over ~he o~hef ei~ht

categories so tha~ the figures relating ~o any one'~f these

ca~egories is in no way outstanding.

In many respec~s, the figures reflec~ ~he aim and

hias of Hui-chiao. As an. exegete himself, Hui-chiao valued

the li~erary activi~ies that members of ~he Buddhist
, . . .

'community were engaged in. The resul~s of such work fi~

nicely wi~h his expressed aim, "of gainin~ for the clergy

sta~us and recogni~ion in the favoured class of Chinese

society.,,4 In, addi~ion, Hui-chiao's bias is a~ least

partially admitted in hls Preface,~o xhe KSC:.,

... it would seem that the flow of Buddhism into
China was due to the meritorious ~ork of the
translators. Some went through the p~ls of deser~

wastes; others were tossed about on tempestuous
seas. All were forgetful of self in their devotion
to religion, heedless of thei~ lives in the
propagation of Dharma. The enlightenment of China
was wholly dependent on them. Such merit being
worthy of deep respect~ I have placed them at the
beginnin~'of the book. o

These factors undoubtedly played a large part in determining

the way in which Hui-ch~ao o~dered his categories and
. ..

collected the cr±ographies of monks pertaining, to each.

Still, the numbers are so overwhelming tha~ there can be

little doubt of the central importance that Translators and

Exegetes held in the early Buddhist community.
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